Upcoming Events

ICEM 2008
April 3-6, 2008
San Francisco, CA

ICEM 2008
Global Needs, Global Response
May 19-23, 2008
Fairmont Copley Plaza - Boston, MA
More Events

Advocacy: Make a Difference

Leadership and Advocacy Conference: Turning Passion into Solutions
May 18-21
Washington, D.C.

The Access to EMS Act of 2007
Find out more about what it could mean for you.

NEM PAC
Giving emergency medicine a voice.

Bookstore

Critical Decisions in Emergency Medicine
(Subscription)

EM:Prep

Visit the ACEP Bookstore

MEDICAL NEWS & RESEARCH

ACEP News | Research | More Publications

Help Honor Outstanding Educators in Emergency Medicine

More News

TOP MEDICAL STORIES

Alteplase May Help in Stroke After 3 Hours

Excessive Daytime Sleepiness Found to Be Associated With Higher Stroke Risk

Prasugrel Protects Against Second Myocardial Infarction, TIMI Subanalysis Says

More Medical News

Clinical Policies

Pediatric Sedation

Sedation of Pediatric Patients in Emergency Department

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning

Management of Adult Patients the Emergency Department with Carbon Monoxide Poisoning

All Clinical Policies

Joint Commission Seeking Input

The proposed National Patie Goals for 2009 include new medication reconciliation that emergency physicians. To pro input on this important issue, âCommission Web site and âHospitals and Critical Access Hospitals section.

40 Years of Advancing Emergency Care

View some of the Heroes of Emergency Medicine, or submit your own 'hero' today.

Dr. Gregory Henry, MD, FACEP

Emergency Medical Milestones:
ACEP is Born

Search Site Index and Help

ACEP | Milestones: Carbon Emergency Department

More Medical News

Visit the ACEP Bookstore
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